
Climate-Ready Restoration: practical guidelines 
for an uncertain future
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The ‘Climate Change in 
Australia’ website is a good 
place to learn and explore 
about climate change 

(http://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/ )

What changes are we expecting?
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http://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/


Includes specific information 
about the Murray Basin 
NRM Cluster 

http://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/climate-

projections/future-climate/regional-climate-change-

explorer/clusters/?current=MBC&popup=true&tooltip=tr

ue

What changes are we expecting?
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http://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/climate-projections/future-climate/regional-climate-change-explorer/clusters/?current=MBC&popup=true&tooltip=true


What changes are we expecting?
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http://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/climate-projections/future-climate/regional-climate-change-
explorer/clusters/?current=MBC&popup=true&tooltip=true

z

• Increasing average temps

• More hot days

• Fewer frosts

• Less cool season rainfall

• More heavy rain events

• Harsher fire-weather

http://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/climate-projections/future-climate/regional-climate-change-explorer/clusters/?current=MBC&popup=true&tooltip=true


Implications for restoration

Some predictions:
– Less seed to work with

– Higher temps, less water

– Ethical considerations if less seed available – required by other 
animals for survival

– Altered planting times

– Seasonal shifts (e.g. crop planting times already shifting)

– Increased risk of planting failure

– Increased soil temps may impact on germination and growth

– Increased risk of severe events (e.g. rain & hail) 
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Shifting our practices

6 | Diagram developed  from information provided by Bindi Vanzella
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Shifting our practices
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Future



Forecasting success

No NRM-specific tools but Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) can be 
useful
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Climate outlooks Agric & NRM Rainfall outlooks

(http://www.bom.gov.au/)

http://www.bom.gov.au/


Forecasting success

Many useful BoM pages 

Can also look at Climatedogs 
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(http://agriculture.vic.gov.au/agriculture/farm-management/weather-and-climate/understanding-weather-and-climate/the-

climatedogs-the-four-drivers-that-influence-victorias-climate

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/resources/climate-and-weather/variability/climatedogs)

http://agriculture.vic.gov.au/agriculture/farm-management/weather-and-climate/understanding-weather-and-climate/the-climatedogs-the-four-drivers-that-influence-victorias-climate
http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/resources/climate-and-weather/variability/climatedogs


Adaptation options

Using climate forecasts will not guarantee success or failure 
but do give an indication of risk. Options include:

1. Accept the risk – plant as usual
2. Scale back projects to conserve seed resources, time and money

i. Reduce number of species – hardiest plant groups only
ii. Plant fewer sites – best environments only (e.g. riparian zones)
iii. Reduce area to be planted

3. Defer projects until conditions improve

 Very important to manage funding agency and community expectations
 Requires revision of funding policy to allow projects to be deferred/scaled 

back  
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Planning and preparation

•Seed collection

•Genetic considerations

•Species choice

•Using seed now and in the future

•Seed storage
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Seed collection

• Quantities, timing and quality of wild-collected seed already 
unpredictable

• Higher temperatures, more hot days, reduced rainfall likely to increase 
these effects

• May get increased weed invasion – competitors for limited resources, 
seed contamination

• Prediction – fewer good years for seed production, less seed for 
restoration, poorer quality seed
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Adaptation options

Seed stockpiling 
 Infrastructure (suitable size and conditions)

 Record keeping – seed in and out, viability, collections conditions etc

 Could help to share regional restoration experiences about species
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Adaptation options

Seed production areas (SPAs, seed orchards)
 Horticultural conditions (water, nutrients) to maximise seed production

 Difficult to collect species (understorey, explosive seed dispersal)

 Significant financial investment, long time for return some species

 Running costs may increase as temps rise and water less available 

 Confident of genetic quality as could loose diversity during establishment 
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Natural 
populations

Seed 
collection

SPA Restoration

Sub-sampling at each step could erode genetic diversity



Probably the most challenging part of trying to restore for 
future climates
 Similar issues to those associated with provenance – weediness, maladaptation

 Species substitution 

– Acacia for Acacia, eucalypt for eucalypt

– Acacia for eucalypt as Acacia more likely to survive

 What else do these new species need to become functional?

– Pollinators, symbionts

Species choice
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Burrows et al.  Nature 2014



Species choice

Need to be clear about restoration objectives
 What is the purpose (e.g. windbreak, high conservation area)?

 Novel habitat (e.g. saline scald)?

 Past- or future-focussed or both?

 What climate scenario am I planting for?

Possible risks
 Plants from new areas are poorly adapted to current conditions, fail to 

germinate or grow

 Not bringing in new species will leave landscapes wanting as current species 
move or die

 Moving  new species outside natural distribution releases them from natural 
enemies – overwhelm current species
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Adaptation options

Start planting a range of species in an experimental design 
now and watch performance

 Consider partnering with researchers

 Maintain meticulous record keeping – seed sources, germination rates, etc 
(partner with a researcher)

 Record keeping must have long-term legacy to ensure that anyone can 
monitor plantings over next 20-30 years
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Genetic considerations

Risks
– Maladaptation (i.e. can’t survive new conditions)

– Outbreeding depression (i.e. poor offspring produced by bringing 
together plants that have evolved separately)

– Superior fitness (e.g. can become weedy)

– Hybridization – bringing species together that normally do not co-
occur

– Inappropriate timing – flowering, seed (e.g. difference between 
when flowering occurs and when pollinators hatch)
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Adaptation options

Consider the different types of 
provenancing you may want to use

May not be a one-size-fits-all -
species within a planting mix may 
need different approaches
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Tools for species (and provenance) choice

Atlas of Living Australia (http://www.ala.org.au/)
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http://www.ala.org.au/


Useful reports and information 
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Michael Drielsma, Glenn Manion,  Jamie Love, 
Kristen J Williams, Tom Harwood, Hanieh Saremi

https://www.terranova.org.au/
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